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What Data is Published from these Surveys?

• Crop acreages, major row crops and hay

• Biotech crop acreages (percentages of acres 
planted); soybeans, corn, cotton

• Grain and Rice stocks on hand June 1

• Farm Numbers

• Land values and cash rents

• Livestock estimates



Who Uses the Data and How?

• Farmers and Ranchers

- Provides information to make management                               
decisions

- Determine the feasibility of expansion

- Helps “level the playing field”
• Market stabilizers

- Gives farmers a collective voice
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Who Uses the Data and How (cont.)?

• Buyers and Processors
- Grain elevators use NASS data to assess 
timing of harvest and size of crop

- Determine the feasibility and location of new 
facilities (ethanol plants, slaughter plants)

- The Grain Stocks report helps exporters 
determine where the supply is located



• Agri-Business Supply Firms (Chemical, Feed, 
Fertilizer, Seed, etc.)
– Allows these firms to target marketing and 

delivery of products

– Product development analysis

• Transportation Companies
– Crop production forecasts alert railroads, truckers 

and barge companies to the need for rail cars, 
trucks and barges to move the crop

Who Uses the Data and How (cont.)?



• U.S. and State Legislatures

– To make well-informed long-range plans

– Assess the impact of legislation on farmers

– Determine if emergency assistance is necessary

• Other Government Agencies (FSA, RMA, 
Others)

– Used to administer farm programs

– Used to administer crop insurance programs

Who Uses the Data and How (cont.)?



• Producer Organizations, Land Grant 
Universities, Economic Research Service and 
USDA
– Provide impact analysis on proposed farm policy 

and program changes

– Helps provide producers with cost/benefits of 
changing their operation

– Helps producer organizations determine 
membership coverage

Who Uses the Data and How (cont.)?



Benefits of Responding to NASS Surveys

• Farm service providers can anticipate needs 
and be more responsive to limited resource 
producers

• USDA uses data to ensure programs and 
services are delivered to all producers

• Farm organizations use the data to evaluate 
and propose policies and programs that help 
the agricultural producer



Benefits of Responding to NASS Surveys

• State departments of agriculture use data to 
better serve farmers and ranchers during 
drought and emergency outbreaks of diseases 
or infestation of pests

• Community Based Organizations can better 
represent producers by having factual 
information to promote outreach programs

• Review pages 101 – 105 in the Interviewer’s 
Manual



Benefits of Responding to NASS Surveys 

(cont.)

• What would happen without unbiased 
NASS reports?  Would data still be available 
to everyone?

– Fee based reports (to the highest bidder?)

– Biased reports (those that have the most 
resources wins?)

– Unstable markets without free, unbiased data

– Market manipulators

– Supply chain broken due to unreliable data



Review our goals for this presentation

– Can you Sell the Survey?

• Explain why the June Agricultural Surveys are critical to 
U.S. and agriculture in the Delta Region

• Explain how the June Agricultural Surveys data are used 
within and USDA by outside entities

• Explain why each response is important

• Questions??
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Maintaining 
our

Databases



Where do we keep the information?

Area Frame

• Names and addresses are 
collected when a new segment 
comes in the sample.

• Operators within a defined 
boundary (Tract).

• Names associated with these 
tracts usually in sample for 5 
years

• Operation Changes can only 
be made during June survey 
period.

List Frame

• Operator (targets) names 
come from a variety of 
sources

– NASS does not share 
names on our database

– NASS does not buy list to 
add to database

• Changes can be made to 
operation at any time.



How can you tell which “Frame” the record is?

Area Frame

• The POID(ID)
100-000-000

List Frame

• The POID (ID)
300-000-000 to 999-999-999

We also have other 
“frames” that are used 
for special projects.  



How can you tell which “Frame” the record is?

Area Frame

• The POID(ID)
100-000-000



How can you tell which “Frame” the record is?

List Frame

Label Example

If not 00 Look for 
additional questionnaire.

Or
If 99, the operation name 
is what we want data for.



Special coding

Area Frame  (100-xxx-xxx)

• OD (operator dominate status)

– OD44 is a partner to the sampled operation. 

– There are no OD 85, 45, 99 on the area frame. 

• Surveys conducted after June

– Multiple questionnaires with same operator.

• They had multiple tracts in June

• DRO should catch

–Only collect data for 1 operation name



Special coding

List Frame
• OD85 (parent)

– This target (person)has multiple operations

• The operation name is also the target

• OD45 (child)

– This record belongs to an OD85 Target

– Can have more than 1 additional operation.

• OD44 (partner record)

– Inactive (can not be sampled)

– Can not be other operations

• OD99

– Operation is the target 

• not a person



When can updates be made?

Area Frame

• Changes to address & Phone number

– Anytime

• Changes to operating status*

– Drop add partners

– Change target

*These changes can only be during June.  The 
remainder of the year, can only add a comment. 



When can updates be made?

List Frame

• Changes to Address & phone

–Anytime

• Changes to operating status

–Anytime

–Need good notes, for accurate updates to 
be made



I have never 
farmed!



I am out of business!



That operation no longer exists.



What do you do in these situations?

Ask these questions?
1. Did you receive government payments for CRP or any 

other agriculture related program?
2. Are there horses or poultry on the operation (regardless 

of ownership)?
3. Do you have pasture land or idle land?
4. Are there any animals or poultry on the land for personal 

use? 
• “personal use”

5. Did the operation change names?
• Only in special cases are we looking for the operation 

name only.
• We will discuss this shortly.



What the office does ?
1. Did the operator/target or anyone associated with the operation receive 

government payments for CRP or any other agriculture related program?
We research:
• Are they signed up with FSA

• Yes, we can not put the operation OB, can only comment 
to verify 

• No, if there is no evidence of Ag activity we can request 
they be OB

• Did they complete a Census 
• Who was listed as the operator(s)

• Age of operator listed? 
• We may call you

• for verification and other questions about the operation
• We check control data

• What do they have
• How old is it



What do you do in these situations?
2. Are there horses or poultry on the operation?
• Yes, horses are considered agriculture, even the “pets”.

• No sales does not mean they do not qualify
• If horses are on the operation (regardless of ownership), 

they are considered in business.
• Verify there is no other ag on the operation, something got 

them sampled.
3.  Hay, Pasture, storage? 
• We also research these operations on FSA.



What do you do in these situations?

4.   Do you have hay, pasture land or idle land?

• Operators often do not think of this as active ag land or 
farming



What do you do in these situations?

5.    Are there any animals or poultry on the land for personal 
use? 

• “personal use” they are considered agriculture and 
qualify as a farm. 

• Even if they do not plan to sell anything or by products
• Eggs, wool, milk etc

• The only “personal use” that does not count as Ag is a 
personal garden.



What do you do in these situations?
6.  Did the operation change names?

• For most of the operations, the operation name is not what 
we are collecting data for.
• We are interested in the Person(s) (Target) making the 

day to day decision of the operation. 
• Situations when the Operation is who we are collecting 

data for.
• If the operation is managed
• If the record is coded as OD99 (operator dominate)

• List records only. 
• See previous slide

• OD99 records are considered special
• (notes)…



The exception…
OD99 records are considered special…
Note:

• Stable operations -
• Operations usually have a President/chairman or main 

decision maker
• This may change from year to year

• Operations that have complicated arrangements
• Joe for row crops
• Bob for cattle
• Jimmy for hay 

• They can also be managed
• Have partners

• We want to collect data for the operation name



OD 99 Label

OD 99 records are from the LIST Frame 
only



• Out of business record require a comment
As detailed as possible

• Avoid: 

“out of business”

• Always leave a comment for anything you think is 
“odd” about the operation.  

– They give a different number to talk to about data

• Should this person be the target? 

– ETC





How & Why



What is it?

land area of the Delta Region
divided into segments

using physical boundaries

associate farms, crops, animals, etc.
with land inside the segments

Delta Region AREA Frame



Delta Region AREA Frame

The area frame sample is a complete and 
independent frame that is used in combination with 
the list frame to establish multiple frame estimates.  
Multiple Frame estimates use the area frame to 
measure the incompleteness of the list frame.  For 
this reason the area and list frames must be 
maintained separately.  Thus the area frame must 
never be used to update the list frame under any 
circumstance.



How is it constructed?

using… satellite imagery
topographic maps
GIS software
aerial photography

➊ divide land area into strata based on land use
& likelihood of finding agriculture

➋ subdivide land use strata into strata blocks

➌ select a sample of strata blocks

➍ subdivide selected strata blocks into segments

Delta Region AREA Frame



Delta Region AREA Frame
General Land Use Categories

General cropland 75% or more cultivated

General cropland 50-74% cultivated

General cropland 15-49% cultivated

Agri-urban less than 15% cultivated,

residential mixed with agriculture

Range & pasture less than 15% cultivated

Residential & commercial no cultivation

Non-agricultural

Water



Delta Region AREA Frame

Strengths:

✓ complete coverage

✓ reduced non-sampling errors

✓ estimates well for commonly produced 
commodities

✓ versatility

✓ longevity



Delta Region AREA Frame

Weaknesses:

✗ expensive (frame construction & data collection)

✗ difficult to target specific or rare commodities

✗ sensitive to outliers

✗ can be inefficient

✗ requires definable physical boundaries



Delta Region AREA Frame

 Provides key Indications for:
 Acreage
 Number of Farms and Land in Farms
 Land Values and Cash Rents
 NOL Component for the July Cattle and Sheep 

Surveys
Measures incompleteness of NASS List Frames
 Tracts Not on a NASS list are sub-sampled for 

follow-on surveys
 Follow-on Surveys: Collect farm level data only



Delta Region AREA Frame

 Identifies sample fields for the Cotton and Soybean
Objective Yield Surveys

 Both Tract level and Farm Level data are collected
 Accurate tract and farm acres for weighting 

purposes
 Accurate Name of Operators is critical for OL/NOL

procedures



Delta Region AREA Frame

Once a segment is sampled
• It remains in the sample for 5 years.

• Tract operators only purge from that segment
–Not other segments they  may be in

• Tract operators can only be removed during 
the June survey period.
• Adding and Deleting tracts 



Delta Region AREA Frame

Accurately recording the correct tract operator 
is highly important.
• We are after the person making day to day 

decision for the parcel of land in the 
segment.
Not the owner. 

 Every September we have multiple AREA 
operations report they are out of business.
They were reported as in business in June.



Delta Region AREA Frame

Multiple segment operators
• Will remain in the sample based on when 

that Segment came in.
• If the segment was new in 2016, operators in 

that segment will remain in the June Area sample 
for 5 years (2020 purged)

• 2019 Segment operators will be in the June 
Sample until 2023.



Delta Region AREA Frame

Limiting follow on 
sampling errors for AREA 

records



Delta Region AREA Frame
Screener:

Avoid checking DK – anything coded DK will be in a follow on 
survey.  Will it be planted/harvested before June 2020

When in doubt – Leave comments



Delta Region AREA Frame
Questionnaire:

Hogs

Cattle



Delta Region AREA Frame
Questionnaire:

Sheep

Goats

Labor



Delta Region AREA Frame

Avoid checking DK –
Anything coded DK will be in 

a follow on survey.  



Delta Region AREA Frame

Every acre in Arkansas is 
eligible for the AREA frame 
sample



Delta Region AREA Frame

Every acre in Louisiana is 
eligible for the AREA frame 
sample



Delta Region AREA Frame

Every acre in Mississippi is 
eligible for the AREA frame 
sample



Delta Region List Frame

 Based on control data
 Date collected from previous surveys and 

kept in a data base.
• List Frame

The larger you are the more often you will be 
sampled.
 By commodity
 Capacity
 Cropland acres
 Livestock



Delta Region List Frame

 Unique or rare commodities
 Diverse operation
 The more commodities, the higher the 

chance of being sampled in multiple 
surveys
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Screening Form
&

Map Drawing 

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 5 

Section 5.2 pages 501-523



June Area Focus

• June Area’s focus is to 
evaluate the coverage 
of list. 

• Land is divided in red 
bordered pieces called 
Segments. Your goal is 
to identify the 
operator’s arrangement 
& usage of all land 
inside the red border.

Before we begin 
with the 
screening form…

Segment
Boundary  



June Area Focus

-Non-Ag Tract – Tract operator 
with no agriculture activity. Tract 
operator answers “no” to all 
screening questions.  

Remember :
• Tracts are 

determined 
by the 

operator 
• Each tract 
starts with an 

alphabet

A

As you identify the operator’s 
arrangement and utilization 
you will find both Ag Tracts and 
Non-Ag Tracts. 

-Ag Tract- Tract operator answers “yes” to 
any screening question.  An Ag tract 
questionnaire must be completed for all of 
these tracts.



June Area Focus
1

2
3

4

5

6

• After you have identified Ag 
tracts and Non-Ag Tracts. 
Each Ag tract should broken 
down by the utilization of 
the field.

• Fields are continuous pieces 
of land devoted to the same 
utilization. They should be 
numbered. 

Fields



June Area “Tools of the Trade”: 
1.  AURA Map Feature 
2.  Aerial Photos for each segment assigned.
3.  Segment Kit envelope for each segment assigned.

a. Old Segments: Pre-printed Area Screening Forms with Pre-
printed labeled Ag Tract questionnaires.

b. New Segments: 1-5 Blank screening forms and 1-5 blank Ag Tract 
questionnaires. FSA Acreage name and addresses for new 
segments

4.  Supply of blank Screening Forms & blank Ag Tract questionnaires 
for new segments and/or changes on old segments.

5.  Blue & red aerial photo pen (markers).
6.  #2 Lead pencils or mechanical pencils.
7. Acreage grid for trueing up or estimating acreage.

66

June Area Focus



Screening Form

Your objectives for screening 
and data collection are the 
same.

• Ensure the land in the 
segment is drawn off using 
the ½ acre rule .

• Record or verify full names 
and addresses while 
determining if a record is a 
non-ag tract or ag tract using 
the screening questions.

• Account for all digitized 
acres on the back of the 
questionnaire.  

Please fill these out where 
applicable 

Prescreening is for new 
segments only.

Prescreening starts
 May 15th for AR,

 May 18th for MS & LA 
 Ends May 29th



A

B

Operator 1  Name 
Full Correct Address
City, ST  Zip code
Phone Number

Operator 2  Name 
Full Correct Address
City, ST  Zip code
Phone Number

Screening Form

D

• How does NASS define the 
OPERATOR?
• Person who makes most of 

the day to day decisions

• What if partners share 
equally?
• Oldest is the operator
• Managed operations must

have an Operation Name!



A

B

Operator 1  Name 
Full Correct Address
City, ST  Zip code
Phone Number

Operator 2  Name 
Full Correct Address
City, ST  Zip code
Phone Number

Screening Form

New Segments 

• Contiguous Non-agricultural area 
operated by one operator     
should be drawn off and assigned 
one tract letter on the aerial 
photo.  

• Record heavy residential areas 
with lot sizes of ½ acre or less, 
with no visible crop production, 
livestock inventory, or crops 
stored as one tract letter, drawn 
off and grouped.D



Screening Form

Remember:
Verify all Non-Ag tracts with the 
operator or other resources (if 
possible)

Do Not assume by observation 
(unless absolutely necessary)

Remember: A tract can appear (or 
be) Non-Ag but be a part of an 
operation, either inside or outside 
the segment



Screening Form

½ Acre Rule 

• Residential Parcel of land ½ acre or less 
• Ag activity/equine present

• Assign Tract letter and complete tract questionnaire
• No Ag activity/equine

• Assume Non-Ag (can group several together, i.e. subdivision)

• Residential Parcel of land Over ½ acre 
• Interview operator to see if they operate a farm.
• Farm operator lives on it, assign a tract letter and complete a 

tract questionnaire



X through former 
operator

Assign next unused 
tract letter

Screening Form
Old Segments

• Verify existing operator and 
acres 
• If a different person is 

now operating a tract 
enumerated last year, 
cross out the old name 
and tract letter in the 
Screening 
Questionnaire.  

• Erase the old tract letter 
on the photo and write 
in the new letter.



Screening Form
When do you complete a June Area Ag Tract Questionnaire?

For each tract operator who qualifies as a possible farm operator
• All agricultural producers
• Sell ag products or receive gov't payments
• Crops stored now or before June 1 of next year
• Has livestock
• Has idle cropland or more than 99 acres of pasture

Any screening question 
(Column 8-16) = Yes or DK



Screening Form
Codes to be used in Column 20a

1. Residential
2. Woods
3. Idle Open Land
4. Pasture
5. Water (lakes, rivers, etc)
6. Reported Non-ag by Respondent
7. Vacant Houses
8. Obvious Non-ag
9. Grassland
10.Hunting Preserve or Private Land Managed for Wildlife
11.Government Land (Soil conservation, Dept of Natural 

Resources)
12.Other – explain in shaded box below ic 783

Be careful when coding 
Ag Potential. 

The way that this 
column is coded affects 

how records are 
handled in later survey 

processes.  



Screening Form

• Items 1 and 2 are used to verify that the number 
of tract letters listed on the photo match the 
number of tracts listed in the screening 
questionnaire.

• Then verify that the number of Ag Tracts plus 
Non-Ag Tracts equal the total tract letters listed 
in items 1 and 2.

• Reported Acres – Add up all acres (ag and non-
ag) inside the Segment. Must be within 5% of 
pre-printed Digitized Acres.

A = 302.0    E = 52.0
C = 141.0
D = 100.5

B = 5.0
G = 2.5
H = 6.1

Total = 609.1 acres

609.1/600 = 1.015

Reported Acres 
(RA)

609

Office Use 
Digitized Acres

600

RA/DA

101.5



Map Drawing 
1

2
3

4

5

6

• Segment – Red Border 
(already drawn off)

• Six digit number with 
the year first .

• New segments start 
with 19

• Tract and Tract Letters –
Blue (based off operator)

• Field – Red (based off 
operator utilizations of 
land in tract )



Map Drawing 
1

2
3

4

5

6

• During prescreening 
new segments you 
should only have tracts 
drawn off. 

• Start drawing with 
farmstead or the easiest 
starting point. 



Questions? 
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Face Page
–

Section C

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 

Section 6.3 pages 601-607



Face Page: Area Tract Questionnaire

80

AR=05
LA=22
MS=28

Stratum from 
screening form

Segment should 
match from of 
envelope and 

screening form

Tract A = 01
Tract B = 02
Tract C = 03
And so on….

Do not code red highlighted boxes 

2019

Main pieces of 
information:

• ID info 
(Segment, 
Stratum, Tract 
& County)

• Name & 
Address, Phone 
Number 
(operator/mgr)
• All info 

should be 
verified 
and/or 
corrected Make sure that the tract matches Column 5, Page 2 

of the Area Screening questionnaire.  Be sure to use 

the same letter on the aerial photo or map.



Face Page: Area Tract Questionnaire

ARKANSAS FARMER INC
GENE FARMER
10800 FINANCIAL CENTRE PKY
LITTLE ROCK  AR  72211

(501)785-8684

Bar Code with info for 
scanning

Previous tract 

acres

Sup/enum

Segment & tract

Operator 

contact info

81

Breakdown of labels on the face page 

Observe Only

Main Label

Operation should be 
observed only due to 

comments 



Face Page: Area Tract Questionnaire

82

22 160084 1 109897120

Multisegment: Segment 180147 
tract 2 and 140031 tract 1. 

Matches with ARMS 1 enter in 
AURA.

Breakdown of labels on the face page 

• Operator is in multiple segments. 
One tract will be observed for 
Section D  the other collected 
(Section D and the entire 
questionnaire) from the operator. 
The office will transfer the data if 
it is two different enumerators.

• Matches with June Area. Ag Yield 
is the only survey due earlier than 
June Area. All other surveys 
should be entered in AURA by 
June 9th. 

One label for all 
survey details.

ST      Segment   Tract



Section A – Operation Description

• Identifies the tract operating 
arrangement
• Three possibilities:

• Individual
• Partnership
• Managed 

• Determines the operator
• Identifies partners and their 

contact info



Section A – Operation Description

• If the operator has received mail for this 
operation at another address during the last two 
years – record that address

• Any other names associated with is operation in 
the past year should be recorded



Section C – Sections To Be Completed

You will need to ask everything 
in the questionnaire if:
• This is a NOL “non-

overlap” tract and 
identifies any operations 
not represented on the 
List Sampling Frame

• New tract
• Was a non-ag tract last 

year
• If anything changed on 

the label or partners 
change 

Section C determines if additional 
questions for the entire operation are 
required.



Section C – Sections to be Completed
• Who is supposed to check the boxes? - The office or 

the enumerator?

– 1) Office personnel
• Classified for crops/stocks survey

– 2) Enumerators
• New operator

• Change from non-ag to ag

• Change in name, address, phone number, operator or partners



Section C – Sections to be Completed

• If the crops/stocks or cattle box is checked,

– Then you will complete the entire questionnaire 



Section C – Sections to be Completed
• Section E – Item 10: asks if the CROPS – STOCKS BOX 

is checked

• If the CROPS-STOCKS BOX is checked you will continue with all 
questions.

• If the CROPS-STOCKS BOX is not checked you will skip to Section G –
Hogs and Pigs



Section C – Sections to be Completed

• Section H – TOTAL CATTLE AND CALVES asks:

• If the CATTLE BOX is checked you will continue with all questions.

• If the CATTLE BOX is not checked you will skip to Section I – Sheep 
and Lambs



Questions? 
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Section D: 
Crops/Land 
Use on Tract

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 

Section 6.5 pages 608-619



Section D: Crops/Land Use on Tract
Purpose: collects data that 
is used to produce State, 
Regional, and National 
acreage indications for the 
major field crops.

- Provides sample fields for 
OY crops.

- Provides acreage 
indications for minor crops 
and changing land uses.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Lap7Fmx5gmS5oM&tbnid=ibIi1HPJjINVLM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://georgiagrown.com/news/state-agriculture-commissioner-releases-ag-labor-report&ei=s3xaU8iwMYjOsATIsYCwBQ&bvm=bv.65397613,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNHDZiWPhakl1unyBukAM0WOnbkDBA&ust=1398525484430072
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Lap7Fmx5gmS5oM&tbnid=ibIi1HPJjINVLM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://georgiagrown.com/news/state-agriculture-commissioner-releases-ag-labor-report&ei=s3xaU8iwMYjOsATIsYCwBQ&bvm=bv.65397613,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNHDZiWPhakl1unyBukAM0WOnbkDBA&ust=1398525484430072


Things to keep in mind…
• Section D collects detailed information on ALL 

ACREAGE inside the BLUE TRACT boundary

– Not just tillable or cropland acres.  

– Be sure to account for ALL of the cropland, woods, 
farmsteads, pasture and waste.

• Extra time reviewing the photo with the 
respondent while screening for Agriculture 
means a more accurate job interviewing and less 
time spent completing the questionnaire.



Field Boundaries and Numbers
• After the blue tract boundaries are drawn off, 

draw off the field boundaries within the tract

• Be sure to switch from blue to red pen (marker) 
before drawing field boundaries

• Number the fields in red pen (marker)

• Current field boundaries may differ from those 
appearing on the photo
– Boundaries may have changed since the photo was 

taken.



Fields
• A field is a continuous area of land devoted to one crop 

or land use

• Field boundaries are drawn off in RED

• Fields are numbered in RED

• If the operator lives inside the segment, Field 1 must be 
the farmstead.

• If the operator lives outside the segment, Field 1 will be 
the most accessible or easiest field to identify on the 
aerial photo.



Example

140041



Lines in the table

• The first question on page 4 of the 
questionnaire establishes the total acreage 
inside the blue tract boundary that needs to 
be accounted for.

• Be sure that the respondent understands we 
want the total acres

– And not just cropland



Lines in the table (cont.)

• Line 1 - Total acres in field:

– Must have an entry for every field drawn on the photo.

• Line 2 - Crop or land use:

– Write a description of the current land use in the field.

• Line 3 - Occupied farmstead:

– Only complete if operator lives inside the segment.

– Farmstead acreage is recorded on line 3.

– List of includes and excludes on pages 611-612 of the 
interviewers manual.  



Lines in the table (cont.)
• Line 4 - Waste, un-occupied dwellings, buildings, structures, 

roads, ditches, aquaculture ponds, etc:
– Small areas of waste intermingled with crops can be recorded on line 4 

of the same column as the cropland.

– BUT 5+ acres of any of these items in one continuous area should be 
drawn off as a separate field.

• Line 5 - Woodland:         
– Areas of 5.0 or more acres should be drawn off as separate fields. 

– Woodland grazed or woodland with limited grazing potential should 
be coded as Woodland Pastured by checking the appropriate box in 
Line 5.  

– Woods and waste are not allowed in the same field.

– See page 613 of the interviewer’s manual

(LA Only): Report crawfish ponds as 
waste. When crawfish/rice (dual 
purpose) are reported, report rice 
acres only.



Lines in the table (cont.)
• Line 6 - Pasture: 

– Land normally grazed by livestock.  

– Cannot have woods or waste in the same field as 
pasture.

– See pages 906 & 907 of the IM

• Line 7 - Summer Fallow

– Include only land that is tilled or treated with chemicals 
to control vegetative growth during the growing 
season, but is not planted.

• Line 8 - Idle cropland:

– Land that is not used for crops during the current year.

– CRP land is recorded here.



• Line 9 - Dual utilization (2 crops or 2 uses of the 
same field) 

– Please read pages 614 & 615 of the interviewer’s manual. 

– Dual utilization: 2 or more uses of the same field, but not 
necessarily 2 crops for harvest. 

– Double cropping: 2 crops harvested from the same field 
during the same crop year. 

• Line 10 - Acres left to be planted:

– If planting of a field is not complete at the time of the 
interview, enter the number of acres left to be seeded.

Lines in the table (cont.)



• Line 11 - Acres irrigated:

– Acreage of each field that will be irrigated at least 
once during this growing season.

Lines in the table (cont.)

*Count the 
irrigated acreage 
only once for 
each crop to be 
grown this year 
even if watered 
multiple times.*



• Lines 12-28: Grain Crop Acres

– Report acreage planted and to be planted for all 
purposes.

• Report any acreage planted and replanted to the SAME 
crop only once. 

– Report operator’s CURRENT crop intentions.  

For Small Grains: record acres planted last fall or this 
spring even if the crop was abandoned prior to 
harvest.

Lines in the table (cont.)



• Line 29: Other Uses of Grains planted

– Use this line to record any grain crops that were planted 
BUT will not be harvested for grain 

– Some examples would be: 
• Corn that was planted and then cut for silage

• Wheat that was planted and then abandoned

• Lines 30-33: Hay

– For hay acres harvested more than once, the acreage is 
only reported once 

– See pages 917-918 of the IM for more info

Lines in the table (cont.)



• Lines 34 & 35: Soybeans

– Record acres of soybeans planted and to be 
planted on line 34.

– Record acres of soybeans planted this year 
following another harvested crop on line 35.

• Lines 36–50 

– Pertains to crops that are more “state specific”

• Tobacco, Peanuts, Rice, Dry Beans, Sunflowers, etc.

Lines in the table (cont.)



• Line 81: Other Crops 

– Record acreage of any crops not pre-printed on a 
line in the table.

– In the past, all states had to enter a code for any 
crop listed here. Some states now have Item Code 
848 pre-printed on the questionnaire.

– For all other states - Codes for any crops not pre-
printed will be provided by the regional field office 
and will need to be entered on the form.

Lines in the table (cont.)

Office Use (Item Code 793): RFO coding only, please. It was added to 

monitor the source of the data recorded in Section D. 



Total Tract Acres (Item Code 840)
• Add the acreage listed on line 1 for each field and 

enter the total in box 840.  

• If it differs from the figure in the box at the top of page 
4, check with the respondent for errors and correct as 
necessary:

– Did they include all waste acres?

– Did you or the respondent miss a field or mis-record acres 
in a field?



Items to Remember
• Minimum field size is one-tenth of an acre (0.1)

• All acreage entries to be recorded to the tenth of an acre 
(Example: 20 ½ acres = 20.5)

• Areas of idle land, woodland, and wasteland greater 
than 5.0 acres should be drawn off as separate fields.

• Areas less than 5.0 acres of trees, brush, marsh etc. 
within a crop field can be recorded as waste within that 
field.

• If operation has more than 9 fields in the tract, use the 
Section D supplement sheet.



• Question 82: Tract Cropland with Irrigation Potential

– All cropland acres with irrigation equipment should be 
recorded

• Question 83: Native, Wild Grass, or Pasture Hay

– All other hay acres on line 33 which were cut from native, 
wild grass, or pasture land should be recorded.

Irrigation/Hay Acres



Let’s look at a few tracts

• We have drawn off the tract boundaries for 
Tracts A, B, and C in the following Segment.

• We have also drawn off the field boundaries in 
Tracts A, B, and C

• We have completed Section D in the 
questionnaire for each of these tracts.

• Let’s review…



Practice















Now let’s look at a problem tract

• We have drawn off the boundaries for Tract D

• We have also drawn off the field boundaries in 
Tract D

• We have also completed Section D in the 
questionnaire for Tract D

• BUT we did not do a good job with Tract D

– Let’s review…

• Also known as “what not to do”!



Problem Tract





Final Remarks…

• Section D must be completed for every Ag 
Tract Questionnaire!!!

• For Refusals and Inaccessibles you will still 
need to draw the fields off, number the fields 
and complete section D to the best of your 
ability.
• Use your grid to determine field acreages

• Observe what is in the fields or what may be planted.
– What was planted there last year, crop residue, etc.



Final Remarks

• Be sure all fields are drawn off and numbered 
in each tract.

• Be sure the land use is written in Section D for 
each field and the acreage is correct.



Any Questions?

Any Questions?



Lunch



2019 Mid-Year Workshop

Section E: 
Crops/Land 
Use on Tract

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 

Section 6.6 pages 620-636



Purpose of Section E

• Measure the total land operated

• Determine the land rent arrangements and 
whether farmers are renting on a share, cash, 
flexible, or rent-free basis 

• Account for the rent paid for land rented from 
others

• Account for acres of GMO/GE crops planted 
and/or to be planted  



Section E- Total Acres and Land Use

• Land Owned

• Land Rented or Leased from Others

• Land Rented or Leased to Others

• Total Acres Operated

• AUM Acres 

– Not in DRO, we need notes!

• Compare Acres to Section D



Section E- Total Acres and Land Use



Section E- Total Acres and Land 
Use

Before you leave your operator think about the Enumerator Action



Section E- Total Acres and Land 
Use

• Cash Rent per Acre

– Non-irrigated, Irrigated, Permanent Pasture

• Crops-Stocks Box

• Acres for fruit trees, grape vines, tree nuts, or 
Christmas trees

• Wheat, Oats, Barley, or Rye

• Acres planted to Corn, Soybeans, Upland 
Cotton, Seedings of new Alfalfa



Section E.1- GMO/GE Crops on 
Total Acres Operated

Stacked Gene  - what is it? 
Refuge in a Bag 



Section E.1- GMO/GE Crops on 
Total Acres Operated





2019 Mid-Year Workshop

Section F
Grains and Oilseeds 
in Storage on Entire 

Operation

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 

Section 6.7 pages 634-636



Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

Purpose

• Provides data for state estimates of On-Farm total 
storage capacity.

- Storage capacity estimates are published in the year-end Grain 
Stocks report released in early January.

• Provides data for State estimates of 
the quantity of grains and oilseeds 
stored on farms.

- Published in the quarterly Grain Stocks 
and Rice Stocks reports.

135



Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

136

What do we mean by “Capacity”?
- measure of the volume of storage facilities 
- facilities normally used to store grain or oilseeds
- for storage on the total acres operated.

• Exclude ground storage and structures not normally used to 
store whole grains or oilseeds.

• Exclude any storage at commercial elevators. 



Do not forget to ask

Reminders
• If operator states “0” capacity, please put a 

dash in the box to verify that the question was 
asked and not skipped.

• If a unit other than bushels, mark out “bushels” 
and write in the reported unit for RFO staff to 
convert.

• Reference Date: June 1, 2019

www.dreamstime.com

Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

137



• Only want amount 
on hand from 2018 
and earlier crop 
years
• Be very careful with 

wheat and oats, 
harvest could be 
occurring or already 
completed

• If operator reports 
any 2019 crop on 
hand,  go back & 
make corrections

Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

138



• Only want amount 
of rice on hand 
from 2018 and 
earlier crop years
• Most of the rice 

grown in the 
region is long 
grain rice

Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

If you record medium or short grain rice in 
storage, please ask the operator what variety of 
short or medium grain rice he planted.

139



• Be sure to account for crops in temporary storage. 
 This can be trucks, bags, 

grain carts, piles, etc.

• If the respondent has the crop in storage but does not 
know the amount, check YES and write DK (Don’t 
Know) next to the cell.

• Record stocks on hand regardless of ownership

• All units are to be reported in bushels
- Exception:  LA reports rice in barrels

Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

140



“Capacity” – don’t forget to ask

Operator may have no stocks (nothing stored) but still 
have capacity (facilities to store).

Capacity should not disappear. (if it does, make a note)

If it’s a large operation and the operator truly has “no 
capacity”, please make a note.

Section F:  Grains and Oilseeds in Storage

141



142



2019 Mid- Year Workshop

Section G – K 
Livestock 
Overview 

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 

Section 6.8 pages 636-643



Section G:  Total Hogs and Pigs



Section G:  Hogs and Pigs
• Purpose-Collect total inventories of hog and pigs on 

June 1

• Section G must be completed for every ag tract

• Item 1 & 1a– Screening questions

– Does the operation own or raise hogs or pigs 
regardless of location 

– If not, intention to own or raise hogs



Section G:  Hogs and Pigs
• Item 2 – Hogs & Pigs located on the acres operated 

on June 1  If there are none, go to question 4

• Item 3 – Hogs on acres operated but owned by 
someone else

Pet Hogs or 4H Projects count | Potbelly or Teacups do not



Section G:  Hogs and Pigs

• Item 4 – Hogs & Pigs owned on June 1

• Item 5 – Hogs located on someone else’s land or 
facilities. 

Get the contact info for the other producer 



Section G:  Hogs and Pigs

• Item 6 – Other business name or operator

Avoid duplication by asking if the producer raises hogs
under any other business name



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves

• Purpose-Obtains inventory for all cattle and calves 

• Section H must be completed for every ag tract that 
has the CATTLE Box checked in Section C

• Screening question



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves

• Item 1- Cattle and Calves on the entire farm as of June 
1st

• Item 1a – If not, were there any between January 1st and May 
31st. 

Follow skip pattern



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves

• Items 2 & 3 – Chapter 12 contains instructions and 
definitions which assist in completing this section

– Familiarize yourself with terms

Ensure the total adds up



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves
TERMS & TRIVIA DEFINITION

COW ADULT FEMALE FOR BREEDING

BULL ADULT MALE FOR BREEDING

STEER CASTRATED MALE FOR 
SLAUGHTER

HEIFER YOUNG-REPLACES COWS OR FOR 
SLAUGHTER

STOCKERS & FEEDERS MAINTENANCE DIET UNTIL COF

AGE 1ST BREEDING 14 TO 16 MONTHS

COWS PER BULL 1 FOR EVERY 10 TO 40



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves
TERMS &  TRIVIA DEFINITION

GESTATION 279 TO 290 DAYS

CALVING
PRACTICES

GENERALLY DURING SPRING OR 
FALL & EARLY WINTER

CALF WEIGHTS SPRING CALVES <500 LBS

DEATH RATE 1 TO 2 PERCENT PER YEAR
EXPLANATION COMMENT IF MORE

BEEFALO INCLUDE IN CATTLE

BISON EXCLUDE FROM CATTLE



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves
• Item 4 – COF 

• Many farmers will think you are asking if they feed 
their cows

– Less than 10 – almost definitely not a feedlot

– Less than 100 – Probably not a feedlot, but not 
impossible – ask for details.

– Greater than 100 – Probably a feedlot.

Total must be less than or equal to the Cattle inventory



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves

INCLUDE

• Steers & heifers being 
fed for slaughter market

• Must be directly 
shipped to slaughter 
house

• Carcass will grade 
SELECT or better 

Improved diet

EXCLUDE

• Will not grade SELECT 

• Shipped to another 
feedlot

• Returned to pasture

• Backgrounded or 
warmed up

• Calves raised for veal

• Fed for home use

UNDERSTANDING CATTLE ON FEED



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves

INCLUDE

• Expected to calve between 
reference date and end of 
year

• Bred and expected to calve 
but to be sold before the 
end of the year

EXCLUDE

• Will not calve until next 
calendar year (after 
January 1st) 

COWS/HEIFERS EXPECTED TO CALVE



Section H:  Total Cattle and Calves
Calf Crop for 2019

Total Items 6a – 6c only

Exclude calves purchased or still born 
only count live births on acres operated



Section I:  Sheep and Lambs



Section I:  Sheep and Lambs
• Purpose-Collect total inventories of Sheep and Lambs 

on June 1

• Section I must be completed for every ag tract

• Item 1, 1a, 1a(i)– Screening questions

WATCH
SKIP
PATTERN



Section I:  Sheep and Lambs

• Item 2

• Total acres operated regardless of ownership

• Remember to include pets



Section J:  Goats and Kids



Section J:  Goats and Kids
• Purpose-Collect total inventories of Goats and Kids 

on June 1

• Section J must be completed for every ag tract

• Item 1, 1a, 1a(i)– Screening questions

WATCH
SKIP
PATTERN



Section J:  Goats and Kids
• Item 2 

• Total acres operated regardless of ownership

• Goats are categorized by utilization

• If they produce mohair or milk, record as “Angora” 
and “Milk” respectively, even if for home use only

• Report mowers or Pets as “Meat and other goats”

Different from Sheep as it asks types of Goats



Section K:  Equine



Section K:  Equine
• Purpose-Collect total inventories of horses, ponies, 

donkeys, and burros ON ALL PLACES on June 1

• NASS does not estimate but collects for stakeholders

• Section K must be completed for every ag tract

• Include pets but exclude wild horses and zebras



2019 Mid-Year Workshop

Section L-M 
Labor & Land 

Values 

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 

Section 6.8 pages 636-643



Section L: Agricultural Labor

Purpose: provides 
data on Ag Labor  

• We will then sample 
from these 
operators for our 
Agricultural Labor 
surveys. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Lap7Fmx5gmS5oM&tbnid=ibIi1HPJjINVLM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://georgiagrown.com/news/state-agriculture-commissioner-releases-ag-labor-report&ei=s3xaU8iwMYjOsATIsYCwBQ&bvm=bv.65397613,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNHDZiWPhakl1unyBukAM0WOnbkDBA&ust=1398525484430072
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=Lap7Fmx5gmS5oM&tbnid=ibIi1HPJjINVLM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://georgiagrown.com/news/state-agriculture-commissioner-releases-ag-labor-report&ei=s3xaU8iwMYjOsATIsYCwBQ&bvm=bv.65397613,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNHDZiWPhakl1unyBukAM0WOnbkDBA&ust=1398525484430072


• Paid workers only while excluding contract labor

Section L: Agricultural Labor



Section M: Land Values 

The single most important and valuable asset for any farm – the land.



Purpose: Provides estimates of state-level farmland 
values from data collected in the June Area Survey 

The data you bring back on the value on farmland will:

• Measure the year to year fluctuation of land values 

• Provides indication of land (largest farm asset) as part of the 
financial condition of the farm section 

• Tells the need for credit and to design farm credit programs to 
help farmers

• Used by ag bankers, lenders, appraisers and farm managers

Section M: Land Values 



Questions 1 and 2 refer to Section D (Tract Acres)

Show the aerial photo to respondent

Section M: Land Values 



Section M: Land Values 
Delta Land Values 

• If unable to report or gives a range estimate, a midpoint 

value is okay to calculate (IM 647) 

•Real estate tax assessment should not be used (IM 650) 



Entire Farm -Total Value of Land & Buildings: 

Questions 3 - 6

• Include all land inside and outside the tract boundary. Total 

acres operated. (Section E).

• Include all land, dwellings, barns and other buildings

Section M: Land Values 

• Increase/Decrease/No Change TMV since June 1, 2018? (#6)

• Enter the corresponding code in box 518. 

• Enter a percentage in box 519, only if 518 = 1 or 2.



Any Questions?



2019 Mid-Year Workshop

Section N-R
Economics, Computer 

Use, Operator 
Characteristics & 

Conclusion

Agricultural Surveys
Interviewer’s Manual Chapter 6 Section 

6.8 pages 636-643



Section N: Economic Data on Entire Operation 

• This section is used to classify farm operations by type of 
farm and gross value of sales of agricultural products.

Classify in terms of Total Gross Value of Sales from previous 
year:

• Sales of all crops, livestock, poultry and livestock products.

• The value of products removed for all crops, livestock and poultry 
that were produced under contract.

• Sales of all miscellaneous agricultural products .

• All government agricultural payments received.

• Landlords’ share(s) of government payments and crops sold.



•Check the box next to the value range that most 
represents the operation’s gross value of sales.

• Follow Enumerator Action instructions after coding box 860

• If 860 = 1 or 99, record points on next page (20)

• If 860 ≠ 1 or 99, [Go to item 2, page 21]

Section N
Economic Data on Entire Operation 



Section N – Point Recording Sheet

• ONLY enter data on this sheet for tract operators who had 
less than $1,000 in sales or government payments during 
the previous year or if the Crops-Stocks Box 

• is checked on Page 3. (For Census years Only). 

• Enter names for other crops not listed on the point sheet 
on the blank lines provided.

• Record all acreage to the nearest tenth of an acre.

– One decimal place 



Section N – Type of Farm

• Based on the gross value of sales, select the category that the 
largest portion of the gross value of sales came from.

– If the respondent reports that their sales are split ≈ 50/50, ask which 
group is more important and is the primary production activity. 

• Government payments should be distributed among these 
categories according to the type of program in which the operator 
participated. 

• If there were NO sales during the previous year, select the 
category that best describes the farm type.

• Don’t forget to enter the code in box 862



• The purpose of this section is to collect 
information on computer use and Internet access 
on farms. 

• This data is used to measure trends and changes 
in computer use, internet access, business 
activity through the internet, access to NASS and 
other USDA reports and other government web 
sites. 

• These questions are only asked in odd numbered 
years.

Section O – Computer Use



• All items in this section (except Item 5a) are 
coded with: 

– Yes = 1, Don’t Know = 2, or No = 3 

• Item 5a asks what the operators primary 
method of Internet Access is.

– Codes 1-8 

• Be sure to follow the appropriate skip patterns

Section O – Computer Use



Section P
Operator Characteristics 

•The Operator Characteristic questions are 
necessary to describe the operator 
demographically.

•These questions help to measure the 
demographic characteristics represented in 
agriculture.

•These questions may be sensitive to the 
respondent but they follow the guidelines 
provided by the Office of Management and 
Budget for demographic and race questions.



Section P
Operator Characteristics 

•All questions in this section must be asked of the 
respondent.

•You may determine from observation only after 
the respondent refuses one of these questions.

• Items in Section P can only be left blank if the 
entire questionnaire is coded a refusal or 
inaccessible.



Conclusion 

Be sure to fill out the name of operator, date, bottom of the back page

Response Code 
Can only code as 
Complete (1), 
Estimated Refusal 
(5), 
or Estimated 
Inaccessible (6)

Please write notes explaining any unusual 
circumstances or conditions, or if you have 
concerns about the data reported.

New box for the email address for results



Any Questions ?



Group 

Exercise



June Area Benchmarks & Due 
Dates 

Prescreening is for new 
segments only.

Prescreening starts

 May 15th for AR

 May 18th for MS & 
LA 

Ends May 29th



•Monday, June 3rd

– 50% of ALL Segments Due 

– 65% of all NEW Segments Due 

•Thursday, June 6th

– 80% of ALL Segments Due

– 100% of all NEW Segments Due

•Sunday, June 9th

– 100% of ALL Segments Due

• These are Supervisor Due Dates for the 
NASS Office . 

• Please adhere to any date your 
Supervisor gives you. They will be earlier!

June Area Benchmarks & Due 
Dates 



Let’s Review!
https://kahoot.it/ 



Wrap Up & Questions 

Tell us what you think!

Day 2 Evaluations: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WDK2YQC

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/W982QBZ
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WDK2YQC

